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This is in the article Web-current freelance problems in Internet networks 
becoming popular going we know that never It's not a secret to anyone. 
Lastly sometimes the word "freelance". very becoming popular is going 
Internet systems through income to find a willing man this the word one 
time even though he heard it. Then the word freelance means? Such as 
questions in detail answer given. 
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Last sometimes the word "freelance". very becoming popular is going Internet 

systems through income to find willing man this the word one times even though he heard 

it . Then the word freelance what means ? 

Freelance online income to receive start for the most comfortable road. First , it start 

for never how initial No money is required , secondly , any freelance service for the world 

scale of demand high  Such condition him through another internet income which brings 

affairs in the list the first to the seat take came out 

Freelancer ( ingl . free - free ; lancer - spear ) - free worker be , basically , one once or 

seasonal services perform for hired , order based on some kind of the work or the service 

agreed upon right in return defined time during done by increasing giver person. 

Copyrighter — advertising according to new ideas thinking finder and advertising or 

of marketing another forms the text compiler person. 

SEO specialist (visual search engine optimization — search system optimization ) — 

search web pages in systems promotion ib doer specialist. 

3D model of an object real apparently similar imaginary three sized digital image . 

Freelancers are mostly informal respectively activity they conduct and own services 

buyers themselves looking for they find or customers to the proposal according to work 

they do Once upon a time in himself one how many customer with cooperation can also do 

. Someone enterprise in the list officially in the account does not stand . Freelancer 

superiority aspect is this of the world desired out of place standing up desired in the country 

project according to right in return service show of opportunity existence . In this the work 

giver for of the worker where activity of management absolutely importance no. Various 

city, country, even on the continents living people are not one without hindrance work to 

relations their entrances can of the Internet whole the world according to wide 

development freelancing of activity to become popular cause it happened Currently online 

from a distance standing up work with income find of freelancers stable layer appear it 

happened. To them simple from work pulling high knowledge , skills are required affairs 

demand on and need increased is going 

Freelancer activities to the road to put possible has been occupations : 

• journalist ; 

• legal consultant ( lawyer and lawyer ); 

• consultant ( business trainer ); 

• photo and video services display ( photographers , illustrators ) ; 

• drawing and projects preparation ( artist , architect and engineer-designers ); 

• accounting , advertising , marketing about things done increase ( advertiser , 

marketer ); 

• text writing , text editing , translation make ( copywriters ); 

• program and software applications create ( programmers ); 

• various sites Create and maintenance (SEO specialists ); 
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• web design and illustration works ( designer ); 

Creating 3D models ( on 3D modeling experts ); 

• polygraphy products pagination ( pagination ) and others. 

Upwork (https://www.upwork.com/) is a cloud-based global freelance platform 

today of the day the most big the work seekers fund is considered He is a freelancer for own 

services who sells and high level prices offer which the market Various degree and 

directions according to many orders is given Talented , educated person own work show if 

possible it was through the internet income in finding never how problem it won't be . 

Sellers client with efficient linking website is only legal the work givers for work and the 

most good deals provide enable gives. To the service free of charge from the list transition 

can. It 's also easy calculation , applications with contact channels , easy and safe payments 

there is. 

Freelancer - independent employee , self services to the company and one how many 

to customers one at the time present doer person in America 35 percent of those who work 

free is an employee . Freedom in former CIS countries popularity occupation is doing of the 

world desired out of place , even foreign from the company work opportunity more the 

Russians attraction does. However , free at work disadvantages there is of freelancers 

specialties from humanity technique level as different as . Forbes as a freelancer great career 

to create possible has been the most good 10 professional fields was : 

 marketing ; 

 business projects management ; 

 Websites work output ; 

 texts with work _ 

 Accounting account ; 

 insurance ; 

 education to give 

 social in the field work _ networks ; 

 graph design ; 

 administrative help. 

To the freelancer how by doing tax to pay amazing issue. On the one hand , them Hide 

for attractive prospect available , and secondly - a fine risk. Freelancer company for working 

person such as income takes. Same that's it thing - to tax pulling possible has been in the 

sense of . First , always customer with contract based on work need , there everyone thing 

to be determined need , secondly , to tax weight comfortable to be for you the IP you open 

or the declaration regularly and own on time your submission can. 

Freelancer - income only to himself depends has been person.How much a lot you 

work more experience, great in projects work and more money to find opportunity. Of many 

the work in place to work stop stand up said to the idea As for work the right to pay for free 

the employee how by doing get possible about a lot there is doubt . Council a contract, based 

on works, to the customer the word believing submits - noble work , but always grateful not. 
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On the Internet free working employee as work requires integration. Successful 

expert to be for you try it need. Freedom is it work Portfolio get recommendations maintain 

professional relationships installation , customers search for yourself sell of a freelancer 

work : high quality at work , meetings in terms of . 

Freelancing activities to the road to put possible has been occupations : 

 journalist ; 

 lawyer and lawyer ; 

 business trainer ; 

 photographer , illustrator ; 

 artist , architect and engineer ; 

 designer ; 

 advertiser , marketer ; 

 copywriter ; 

 programmer ; 

 SEO specialist ; 

 designer ; 

 3D modeling specialist ; 

 polygraphy products pagination and others. 

Advantages Of Freelance: 

Free the work order 

The work the place himself determine 

The amount savings 

Most comfortable the work conditions 

Work independent respectively choose 

To the team of adaptation a must that it is not 

Big income get opportunity 

Many p fields according to work 

Society in his life more participation reach opportunity 

Disadvantages Of Freelance: 

Your income instability new orders constant respectively search for them time spend, 

sometimes freelance site and advertisements for money to spend. His own encourage and 

the time Manage. Always in touch to be Internet and mobile contact continuously work 

watching to go. 
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